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organ system physiology, and related disciplines like anatomy and histology, but also examines the molecular and cellular processes that keep the digestive system
running. As such, the book provides extensive information on the molecular, cellular, tissue, organ, and system levels of functions in the GI system. Chapters on the
roles of the gut as an endocrine, exocrine and neural organ, as well as its microbiome functions, broaden readers’ understanding of the multi-organ networks in the
human body. To help illustrate the interconnections between the physiological concepts, principles and clinical presentations, it outlines clinical examples such as
pathologies that link basic science with clinical practice in special “clinical correlates” sections. Covering both traditional and contemporary topics, it is a valuable
resource for biomedical students, as well as healthcare and scientific professionals.

Biomaterials-David Byrom 1991-06-18 Biomaterials are produced from biological material and are used for their physical characteristics. This book looks at the range
of biomaterials and their applications which range from the use of polysaccharides as thickening agents to the use of proteins as fibres and adhesives.

Osteopathic and Chiropractic Techniques for Manual Therapists-Giles Gyer 2017-07-21 The first book ever to bring together the best techniques from
chiropractic and osteopathy, this easy-to-use guide is necessary reading for any manual therapist wishing to hone their skills, and discover related techniques that will
enhance their practice. Offering practical step-by-step instruction on how to treat a full scope of musculoskeletal conditions, this duo-disciplinary guide draws on
current anatomical and physiological research to bring all the most advanced and adaptive manipulation therapy techniques to your fingertips. Providing a brief history
of the two central branches of manual therapy, it gives a valuable insight into how manipulation therapists can benefit from sharing ideas and integrating versatile
techniques across practices, before providing clear, illustrated references for how to apply the methods on specific sections of the body. Demonstrating how to relieve
common ailments, recognise contraindications and take excellent safety precautions, this is the ideal companion for practitioners and students of manipulation therapy
for the whole body.

Electrophoresis of Enzymes-Gunter M. Rothe 2012-12-06 The electrophoresis of enzymes and isoenzymes is a well established technique in biochemical, clinical,
environmental, microbiological, botanical and forensic laboratories and classical electrophoresis is presently undergoing a remarkable revival. This book compiles facts
and methods on enzyme electrophoresis widely dispersed in hundreds of publications. The author summarizes them in clearly readable tables, in many carefully worked
out electrophoresis and more than 140 staining protocols. The exhaustive practical experience of the author and the wealth of material summarized and reviewed
makes this book a "must" for every enzyme laboratory. It will supply the practitioner with profound information on state-of-the-art enzyme electrophoresis.

Omics Approaches to Understanding Muscle Biology-Jatin George Burniston 2019-11-05 This book is a collection of principles and current practices in omics
research, applied to skeletal muscle physiology and disorders. The various sections are categorized according to the level of biological organization, namely, genomics
(DNA), transcriptomics (RNA), proteomics (protein), and metabolomics (metabolite). With skeletal muscle as the unifying theme, and featuring contributions from
leading experts in this traditional field of research, it highlights the importance of skeletal muscle tissue in human development, health and successful ageing. It also
discusses other fascinating topics like developmental biology, muscular dystrophies, exercise, insulin resistance and atrophy due to disuse, ageing or other muscle
diseases, conveying the vast opportunities for generating new hypotheses as well as testing existing hypotheses by combining high-throughput techniques with proper
experiment designs, bioinformatics and statistical analyses. Presenting the latest research techniques, this book is a valuable resource for the physiology community,
particularly researchers and grad students who want to explore the new opportunities for omics technologies in basic physiology research.

Introduction to Logistics Systems Management-Gianpaolo Ghiani 2013-02-06 Introduction to Logistics Systems Management is the fully revised and enhanced
version of the 2004 prize-winning textbook Introduction to Logistics Systems Planning and Control, used in universities around the world. This textbook offers an
introduction to the methodological aspects of logistics systems management and is based on the rich experience of the authors in teaching, research and industrial
consulting. This new edition puts more emphasis on the organizational context in which logistics systems operate and also covers several new models and techniques
that have been developed over the past decade. Each topic is illustrated by a numerical example so that the reader can check his or her understanding of each concept
before moving on to the next one. At the end of each chapter, case studies taken from the scientific literature are presented to illustrate the use of quantitative methods
for solving complex logistics decision problems. An exhaustive set of exercises is also featured at the end of each chapter. The book targets an academic as well as a
practitioner audience, and is appropriate for advanced undergraduate and graduate courses in logistics and supply chain management, and should also serve as a
methodological reference for practitioners in consulting as well as in industry.

Alginates: Biology and Applications-Bernd H. A. Rehm 2009-05-28 "Alginates: Biology and Applications" provides an overview of the state of art of alginate material
properties, genetics and the molecular mechanisms underlying alginate biosynthesis as well as applications of tailor-made alginates in medicine, food and
biotechnology. Topics treated are: material properties of alginates, alginate production: precursor biosynthesis, polymerization and secretion, bacterial system for
alginate uptake and degradation, enzymatic alginate modification, alginate gene regulation, role of alginate in bacterial biofilms, microbial production of alginates:
physiology and process aspects, alginate-based blends and nano/microbeads, applications of alginates in food, alginate and its comonomer mannuronic acid: medical
relevance as drugs.

Linear and Nonlinear Programming with Maple-Paul E. Fishback 2009-12-09 Helps Students Understand Mathematical Programming Principles and Solve RealWorld Applications Supplies enough mathematical rigor yet accessible enough for undergraduates Integrating a hands-on learning approach, a strong linear algebra
focus, MapleTM software, and real-world applications, Linear and Nonlinear Programming with MapleTM: An Interactive, Applications-Based Approach introduces
undergraduate students to the mathematical concepts and principles underlying linear and nonlinear programming. This text fills the gap between management
science books lacking mathematical detail and rigor and graduate-level books on mathematical programming. Essential linear algebra tools Throughout the text, topics
from a first linear algebra course, such as the invertible matrix theorem, linear independence, transpose properties, and eigenvalues, play a prominent role in the
discussion. The book emphasizes partitioned matrices and uses them to describe the simplex algorithm in terms of matrix multiplication. This perspective leads to
streamlined approaches for constructing the revised simplex method, developing duality theory, and approaching the process of sensitivity analysis. The book also
discusses some intermediate linear algebra topics, including the spectral theorem and matrix norms. Maple enhances conceptual understanding and helps tackle
problems Assuming no prior experience with Maple, the author provides a sufficient amount of instruction for students unfamiliar with the software. He also includes a
summary of Maple commands as well as Maple worksheets in the text and online. By using Maple’s symbolic computing components, numeric capabilities, graphical
versatility, and intuitive programming structures, students will acquire a deep conceptual understanding of major mathematical programming principles, along with the
ability to solve moderately sized real-world applications. Hands-on activities that engage students Throughout the book, student understanding is evaluated through
"waypoints" that involve basic computations or short questions. Some problems require paper-and-pencil calculations; others involve more lengthy calculations better
suited for performing with Maple. Many sections contain exercises that are conceptual in nature and/or involve writing proofs. In addition, six substantial projects in
one of the appendices enable students to solve challenging real-world problems.

Ninjutsu-Masaaki Hatsumi 1981 This is the only book on the art of ninjutsu written by Dr. Masaaki Hatsumi, the 34th-generation leader of the togakure-ryu ninjutsu
tradition. This best-seller contains training and fighting secrets known only to the ninja of ancient Japan.

Advanced Polymers in Medicine-Francesco Puoci 2014-12-02 The book provides an up-to-date overview of the diverse medical applications of advanced polymers.
The book opens by presenting important background information on polymer chemistry and physicochemical characterization of polymers. This serves as essential
scientific support for the subsequent chapters, each of which is devoted to the applications of polymers in a particular medical specialty. The coverage is broad,
encompassing orthopedics, ophthalmology, tissue engineering, surgery, dentistry, oncology, drug delivery, nephrology, wound dressing and healing, and cardiology.
The development of polymers that enhance the biocompatibility of blood-contacting medical devices and the incorporation of polymers within biosensors are also
addressed. This book is an excellent guide to the recent advances in polymeric biomaterials and bridges the gap between the research literature and standard
textbooks on the applications of polymers in medicine.

Whitaker's Cumulative Book List- 1983

Design for Manufacturability Handbook-James G. Bralla 1998-08-22 From raw materials ... to machining and casting ... to assembly and finishing, the Second
Edition of this classic guide will introduce you to the principles and procedures of Design for Manufacturability (DFM)Ñthe art of developing high-quality products for
the lowest possible manufacturing cost. Written by over 70 experts in manufacturing and product design, this update features cutting-edge techniques for every stage
of manufacturingÑplus entirely new chapters on DFM for Electronics, DFX (Designing for all desirable attributes), DFM for Low-Quality Production, and Concurrent
Engineering.

Guide to Network Security-Michael E. Whitman 2012-09-20 GUIDE TO NETWORK SECURITY is a wide-ranging new text that provides a detailed review of the
network security field, including essential terminology, the history of the discipline, and practical techniques to manage implementation of network security solutions.
It begins with an overview of information, network, and web security, emphasizing the role of data communications and encryption. The authors then explore network
perimeter defense technologies and methods, including access controls, firewalls, VPNs, and intrusion detection systems, as well as applied cryptography in public key
infrastructure, wireless security, and web commerce. The final section covers additional topics relevant for information security practitioners, such as assessing
network security, professional careers in the field, and contingency planning. Perfect for both aspiring and active IT professionals, GUIDE TO NETWORK SECURITY is
an ideal resource for students who want to help organizations protect critical information assets and secure their systems and networks, both by recognizing current
threats and vulnerabilities, and by designing and developing the secure systems of the future. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Feasibility of Disposal of High-level Radioactive Waste Into the Seabed: Review of laboratory investigations of radionuclides migration through deep-sea
sediments-OECD Nuclear Energy Agency 1988

You Are the Brand-Steve Adubato 2011 Presents an analysis of the brands of more than thirty companies and people and discusses their marketing strategies and
why they are successful.

Aquatic Biopolymers-Ololade Olatunji 2020-01-20 This book presents a comprehensive survey about the most recent developments in industrial applications,
processing techniques and modifications of polymers from marine sources. It systematically introduces the reader to the biomaterials Chitin, Collagen, Alginates,
Cellulose and Polyesters and links their interwoven industrial significance and environmental implications. The book elucidates the impact of industrial sourcing of the
aquatic system for organic and inorganic matter on the environment and deepens the understanding of the industrial and economic significance of aquatic biopolymers.
Further it addresses the question of how to balance the conservation of aquatic life and the industrial and economic interest in developing biodegradable alternatives
for plastic. Thus the book will appeal to scientists in the field of chemistry, materials and polymer science as well as engineering.

Spinal Cord Monitoring-Johannes Schramm 2012-12-06 2nd international symposium

Leksell Radiosurgery-A. Niranjan 2019-05-20 Since its introduction 52 years ago, Leksell radiosurgery has become a widely applied technique for the management of
a diverse group of vascular, neoplastic, and functional disorders. This publication presents an update on state-of-the-art radiosurgery technology, including outcomes,
by the pioneers in the field. Experts have contributed chapters on various topics. They provide a history of the development of Leksell Gamma Knife and its evolution
from frame-based to the inclusion of mask-based radiosurgery in the latest Gamma Knife model. For beginners, there is valuable information related to imaging, quality
assurance, patient care, anesthesia, and regulatory requirements. Advance users will appreciate the summary of the long-term outcome of important indications.
Additional chapters on cavernous malformation, orbital, uveal, and ocular disorders clarify the role of radiosurgery. This book is a concise overview for physicians
interested in radiosurgery. It will be of great value to neurosurgeons, radiation oncologists, and medical physicists concerned with learning about the indications of
radiosurgery.

Architect's Essentials of Ownership Transition-Peter Piven 2002-03-05 The majority of architecture and design firms employ fewer than ten people. As with any
small business, the owner/principal of these firms must make plans for all of the eventual transitions that will impact the practice and any or all of the people therein.
This book in the Professional Practice Essentials Series offers comprehensive advice on the subject, specifically tailored to the practicing design professional. Here, a
noted consultant who specializes in architecture firm management addresses a host of vital transition issues, including growth, expansion, management changes,
internal transitions, mergers, acquisitions, liquidations, retirements, and much, much more.

Some Are Sicker Than Others-Andrew Seaward 2012-04-01 ADDICTION: CUNNING, BAFFLING, & POWERFUL In this gripping debut novel by Andrew Seaward,
the lives of three addicts converge following an accidental and horrific death. Monty Miller, a self-destructive, codependent alcoholic, is wracked by an obsession to
drink himself to death as punishment for a fatal car accident he didn't cause. Dave Bell, a former all-American track star turned washed-up high school volleyball coach,
routinely chauffeurs his bus full of teens on a belly full of liquor and head full of crack. Angie Mallard, a recently divorced housewife with three estranged children, will
go to any lengths to restore the family she lost to crystal meth. All three are court-mandated to a secluded drug rehab high in the foothills of the Rocky Mountains.
There, they learn the universal truth among alcoholics and addicts: Though they may all be sick...SOME ARE SICKER THAN OTHERS. Based on the author's own
personal experience with substance abuse and twelve-step programs, Some Are Sicker Than Others, transcends the cliches of the typical recovery story by exploring
the insidiousness of addiction and the harrowing effect it has on not just the afflicted, but everyone it touches. With the harsh realism of Brett Easton Ellis and the dark,
confrontational humor of Chuck Palahniuk, Mr. Seaward takes the reader deep inside the psyche of the addict and portrays, in very explicit details, the psychological
and physiological effects of withdrawal and the various stages of recovery.

Image-Guided Spine Interventions-John M. Mathis 2004 This practical guide thoroughly discusses both well-established and new interventions that are applied to
the spine for the purpose of pain relief. Traditionally, pain procedures were in the limited purview of the pain anesthesiologist. Only a portion of these procedures was
image-guided. The growth in utilization of spine intervention and the realization that image guidance improves outcomes and safety has produced a need for this
cutting-edge book. Image-Guided Spine Interventions is an ideal aid for radiologists and other physicians who deal with back pain.

Drug Delivery Systems-Kewal K. Jain 2008-03-07 In this concise and systematic book, a team of experts select the most important, cutting-edge technologies used in
drug delivery systems. They take into account significant drugs, new technologies such as nanoparticles, and therapeutic applications. The chapters present step-bystep laboratory protocols following the highly successful Methods in Molecular BiologyTM series format, offering readily reproducible results vital for pharmaceutical
physicians and scientists.

Plastics Engineering-R.J. Crawford 2013-10-22 The first textbook to cover both properties and processing of reinforced and unreinforced plastics to this level. It
assumes no prior knowledge of plastics and emphasizes the practical aspects of the subject. In this second edition over half the book has been rewritten and the
remainder has been updated and reorganized. Early chapters give an introduction to the types of plastics which are currently available and describe how a designer
goes about selection of a plastic for a particular application. Later chapters lead the reader into more advanced aspects of mechanical design and analysis of polymer
melt flow. All techniques developed are illustrated by numerous worked examples, and several problems are given at the end of each chapter - the solutions to which
form an Appendix.

Food Emulsifiers and Their Applications-Gerard L. Hasenhuettl 2019-11-09 Emulsifiers, also known as surfactants, are often added to processed foods to improve
stability, texture, or shelf life. These additives are regulated by national agencies, such as the FDA, or multi-national authorities, such as the EEC or WHO. The
amphiphilic molecules function by assisting the dispersion of mutually insoluble phases and stabilizing the resulting colloids, emulsions, and foams. Emulsifiers can
interact with other food components such as carbohydrates, proteins, water, and ions to produce complexes and mesophases. These interactions may enhance or
disrupt structures and affect functional properties of finished foods. In dairy processing, small molecule emulsifiers may displace dairy proteins from oil/water and
air/water interfaces, which affects stability and properties of the foams and emulsions. In baked products, emulsifiers contribute to secondary functionalities, such as
dough strengthening and anti-staling. Synthetic food emulsifiers suffer from the stigma of chemical names on a product’s ingredient statement. Modern consumers are
seeking products that are “all natural.” Fortunately, there are a number of natural ingredients that are surface-active, such as lecithin, milk proteins, and some proteincontaining hydrocolloids. Mayonnaise, for example, is stabilized by egg yolk. This book can serve as both a guide for professionals in the food industry to provide an
understanding of emulsifier functionality, and a stimulus for further innovation. Students of food science will find this to be a valuable resource.

Blake, Myth, and Enlightenment-David Fallon 2017-01-09 This book provides compelling new readings of William Blake’s poetry and art, including the first
sustained account of his visionary paintings of Pitt and Nelson. It focuses on the recurrent motif of apotheosis, both as a figure of political authority to be demystified
but also as an image of utopian possibility. It reevaluates Blake’s relationship to Enlightenment thought, myth, religion, and politics, from The French Revolution to
Jerusalem and The Laocoön. The book combines careful attention to cultural and historical contexts with close readings of the texts and designs, providing an
innovative account of Blake’s creative transformations of Enlightenment, classical, and Christian thought.

Spinal Imaging-Johan W.M. van Goethem 2007-12-27 - Comprehensive, up-to-date textbook on the imaging of frequently encountered spinal disorders - Richly
illustrated - All imaging modalities considered, e.g. plain film, multidetector CT and MRI - Designed to ensure ease of use, with a logical structure and extensive index

Peugeot 106 (Petrol and Diesel) Service and Repair Manual-Mark Coombs 1996-11-01
Food Stabilisers, Thickeners and Gelling Agents-Alan Imeson 2011-08-24 Stabilisers, thickeners and gelling agents are extracted from a variety of natural raw
materials and incorporated into foods to give the structure, flow, stability and eating qualities desired by consumers. These additives include traditional materials such
as starch, a thickener obtained from many land plants; gelatine, an animal by-product giving characteristic melt-in-the-mouth gels; and cellulose, the most abundant
structuring polymer in land plants. Seed gums and other materials derived from sea plants extend the range of polymers. Recently-approved additives include the
microbial polysaccharides of xanthan, gellan and pullulan. This book is a highly practical guide to the use of polymers in food technology to stabilise, thicken and gel
foods, resulting in consistent, high quality products. The information is designed to be easy to read and assimilate. New students will find chapters presented in a
standard format, enabling key points to be located quickly. Those with more experience will be able to compare and contrast different materials and gain a greater
understanding of the interactions that take place during food production. This concise, modern review of hydrocolloid developments will be a valuable teaching
resource and reference text for all academic and practical workers involved in hydrocolloids in particular, and food development and production in general.

Dry Needling for Manual Therapists-Giles Gyer 2016-01-21 Designed to be a go-to reference for assessment and treatment planning in the clinic, this is a clear and
concise handbook for students and practitioners of dry needling, or medical acupuncture. It includes: · Comprehensive medical illustrations demonstrating trigger point
locations and associated pain referral patterns · Easy-to-follow instructions and photographs demonstrating musculoskeletal dry needling points and
electroacupuncture techniques · Dedicated section on the acupuncture treatment of tendinopathy · Vital information on palpation and correct needling techniques ·
Practical guidance on best practice, safety and treatment planning · Overviews of the history and key principles of Traditional Chinese medicine and acupuncture · Upto-date research on the effect of acupuncture in the treatment of MSK conditions, myofascial pain, trigger points (MTrPS), fascia and pain. The book will be an essential
aid for osteopaths, physiotherapists, sports rehabilitators, chiropractors, massage therapists, as well as traditional acupuncturists wishing to understand a Western
approach on acupuncture. Other health professionals incorporating, or looking to incorporate dry needling into their treatment programme, will also find this book an
invaluable resource.

Epigenetic Epidemiology-Karin B. Michels 2012-01-02 The exploding field of epigenetics is challenging the dogma of traditional Mendelian inheritance. Epigenetics
plays an important role in shaping who we are and contributes to our prospects of health and disease. While early epigenetic research focused on plant and animal
models and in vitro experiments, population-based epidemiologic studies increasingly incorporate epigenetic components. The relevance of epigenetic marks, such as
DNA methylation, genomic imprinting, and histone modification for disease causation has yet to be fully explored. This book covers the basic concepts of epigenetic
epidemiology, discusses challenges in study design, analysis, and interpretation, epigenetic laboratory techniques, the influence of of age and environmental factors on
shaping the epigenome, the role of epigenetics in the developmental origins hypothesis, and provides the state of the art on the epigenetic epidemiology of various
health conditions including childhood syndromes, cancer, infectious diseases, inflammation and rheumatoid arthritis, asthma, autism and other neurodevelopmental
disorders, psychiatric disorders, diabetes, obesity and metabolic disorders, and atherosclerosis. With contributions from: Peter Jones, Jean-Pierre Issa, Gavin Kelsey,
Robert Waterland, and many other experts in epigenetics!

Les Marees Terrestres-Paul Melchior 2013-10-22 Les Marees Terrestres

Spinoza: Context, sources, and the early writings-Genevieve Lloyd 2001 These volumes provide a comprehensive selection of high quality critical discussions of
Spinoza's philosophy published in, or translated into English since 1970. Edited by a distinguished academic panel, these volumes allow current debates on key themes
to be followed through in depth, and present to readers the diversity of philosophical approach and interpretation that characterizes recent Spinoza scholarship.

Relation of Virginia-Henry Spelman 2019-03-12 A memoir of one of America’s first adventurers, a young boy who acted as a link between the Jamestown colonists
and the Patawomecks and Powhatans "Being in displeasure of my friends, and desirous to see other countries, after three months sail we come with prosperous winds
in sight of Virginia.” So begins the fascinating tale of Henry Spelman, a 14 year-old boy whose mother sent him to Virginia in 1609. One of Jamestown’s early arrivals,
Spelman soon became an integral player, and sometimes a pawn, in the power struggle between the Chesapeake Algonquians and the English settlers. Shortly after he
arrived in the Chesapeake, Henry accompanied another English boy, Thomas Savage, to Powhatan's capital and after a few months accompanied the Patawomeck chief
Iopassus to the Potomac. Spelman learned Chesapeake Algonquian languages and customs, acted as an interpreter, and knew a host of colonial America’s most wellknown figures, from Pocahontas to Powhatan to Captain John Smith. This remarkable manuscript tells Henry’s story in his own words, and it is the only description of
Chesapeake Algonquian culture written with an insider's knowledge. Spelman's account is lively and violent, rich with anthropological and historical detail. A valuable
and unique primary document, this book illuminates the beginnings of English America and tells us much about how the Chesapeake Algonquians viewed the English
invaders. It provides the first transcription from the original manuscript since 1872.

Handbook of Food Analysis-Leo M. L. Nollet 2015

Bibliography of Agriculture- 1998

The ETF Trend Following Playbook-Tom Lydon 2009-08-13 Master the Low-Risk ETF-Based Investing Strategy That Gives You the Chance to Make Money in Any
Market Climate “Tom Lydon has been a leader in the ETF business for many years. His new book walks through the basics of ETFs investing and shows why
professionals–and increasingly, individuals–are turning to ETFs.” –Bob Pisani, CNBC Reporter “Our complex and global financial system has created a powerful need
for guideposts for investors and traders alike. Tom Lydon provides an excellent tool to help navigate the current economic environment in a clear, concise, easy-tounderstand way.” –John L. Jacobs, EVP and CMO, The NASDAQ OMX Group, Inc. “There are hundreds of writers, speakers, and advisers clamoring to get a seat aboard
the ETF bandwagon. However, if you’re looking for genuine insight from a real pioneer, then read Tom Lydon. Not only is Tom’s The ETF Trend Following Playbook a
principled how-to guide for individual investors, it is requisite reading for money managers.” –Gary Gordon, Editor of ETFExpert.com “Tom Lydon has put together a
concise handbook for the active ETF trader outlining the key drivers of successful trend investing. The ETF Trend Following Playbook provides sound advice for traders
as well as a comprehensive and up-to-date tour of all the ETF world has to offer.” –Scott Burns, Director of ETF Analysis at Morningstar

A Library Field Trip-Isabel Martin 2015 "Simple text and full-color photographs take readers on a virtual field trip to the library"--

Lego Mindstorms EV3 Essentials-Abid H. Mujtaba 2014-10-31 If you are a robot enthusiast who wants to quickly get the most out of Lego Mindstorms EV3, this is
the book for you. Prior programming experience is useful to get the most out of this book, but not necessary.

Edible Seaweeds of the World-Leonel Pereira 2016-01-08 Seaweed is used in many countries for very different purposes - directly as food, especially in sushi, as a
source of phycocolloids, extraction of compounds with antiviral, antibacterial or antitumor activity and as biofertilizers. About four million tons of seaweed are
harvested annually worldwide. Of the various species known, less than 20 account for 90% of the biomass exploited commercially. This book details 147 species of
edible seaweed, including scientific name and respective common names, geographic location, nutritional composition, uses and is extensively illustrated.

Freeing Emotions and Energy Through Myofascial Release-Noah Karrasch 2012-01-01 Written for bodywork and manual therapy practitioners from a wide variety
of disciplines, as well as other healers who want to expand their skills, this generously illustrated book explains how and where emotions and static energy are held in
the body, and how they can be released and rebalanced in therapies that challenge bodymindcore awareness

Gastrointestinal Physiology-Menizibeya Osain Welcome 2018-06-20 This book offers one of the most comprehensive reviews in the field of gastrointestinal (GI)
physiology, guiding readers on a journey through the complete digestive tract, while also highlighting related organs and glandular systems. It is not solely limited to
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